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Background and objective: Modern imaging scanners produce an ever-growing body of 3D/4D multimodal

data requiring image analytics and visualization of fused images, segmentations, and information. For

the latter, augmented reality (AR) with head-mounted displays (HMDs) has shown potential. This work

describes a framework (FI3D) for interactive immersion with data, integration of image processing and

analytics, and rendering and fusion with an AR interface.

Methods: The FI3D was designed and endowed with modules to communicate with peripherals, includ- 

ing imaging scanners and HMDs, and to provide computational power for data acquisition and process- 

ing. The core of FI3D is deployed to a dedicated computational unit that performs the computationally

demanding processes in real-time, and the HMD is used as a display output peripheral and an input pe- 

ripheral through gestures and voice commands. FI3D offers user-made processing and analysis dedicated

modules. Users can customize and optimize these for a particular workflow while incorporating current

or future libraries.

Results: The FI3D framework was used to develop a workflow for processing, rendering, and visualiza- 

tion of CINE MRI cardiac sets. In this version, the data were loaded from a remote database, and the

endocardium and epicardium of the left ventricle (LV) were segmented using a machine learning model

and transmitted to a HoloLens HMD to be visualized in 4D. Performance results show that the system is

capable of maintaining an image stream of one image per second with a resolution of 512 × 512. Also, it 

can modify visual properties of the holograms at 1 update per 16 milliseconds (62.5 Hz) while providing

enough resources for the segmentation and surface reconstruction tasks without hindering the HMD.

Conclusions: We provide a system design and framework to be used as a foundation for medical appli- 

cations that benefit from AR visualization, removing several technical challenges from the developmental

pipeline.
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. Introduction

In diagnostic imaging, as well as in the ever-growing clinical 

daptation of image-guided interventions, an important challenge 

s the effective visualization and use of three dimensional (3D) 

nd/or multi-slice imaging information [1–7] . This challenge is par- 

icularly relevant to the practice of interventional medicine that re- 
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uires the accurate appreciation of spatial relationships of anatom- 

cal structures that are important for both appreciating the shape, 

osition, and size of the pathologic loci, as well as for planning 

ccess paths. The latter is critically important to correctly reach 

he target(s) and to prevent unintended damage to healthy or vi- 

al tissue. Today, almost all imaging modalities can provide 3D 

ata. Among them, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is one of 

he most valuable modalities [8] . It allows the collection of images 

ith a wide range of contrast mechanisms to investigate different 

roperties of the healthy or diseased tissue. In addition, MRI offers 

omputer-controlled selection of the orientation and position (spa- 

ially oblique) of multi-slice or 3D scanning, as well as an inherent 

oordinate system generated by the magnetic field gradient coils of 
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he scanner. Secondary to the state-of-the-art hardware and soft- 

are of MRI scanners is the unparalleled ability to alter imaging 

cquisition protocols on-the-fly, i.e., while data is collected, and the 

atient resides in the MRI scanner [9, 10] . This is a property that

ay enable paradigm changes toward interactive data collection 

nd visualization with concomitant scanner control to improve in- 

ormational content. As the potential of such human-to-data and 

uman-to-sensor interactions in the clinical realm is emerging, 

omputational frameworks are needed to seamlessly integrate the 

ultitude of reconstruction, processing, analytics, and human-data 

nteraction facilities. Such a framework is the Gadgetron [11] , offer- 

ng a pipeline and plethora of tools for image reconstruction from 

aw data and customization of data flow. Another platform with 

 similar objective integrates image acquisition, visualization, and 

obot control in MRI guided interventions [12] . Also, a recent work 

ntroduced an extensible software platform for deploying, investi- 

ating, and evaluating cardiovascular imaging research [13] . These 

pplications provide significant tools for medical imaging research 

ut do not offer visualization mechanisms that benefit from true 

D augmented reality (AR) visualization. 

Despite this multimodal, multi-contrast 3D/4D information, 

he cornerstone of image-based diagnosis and planning is two- 

imensional (2D) visualization. In practice, the vast majority of 

linicians use conventional 2D displays to view 3D or even 4D 

nformation and reconstruct internal structures, performing men- 

al extraction of features and their spatial relationships by viewing 

umerous 2D MRI slices from 3D or multi-slice sets [14] . In prac- 

ice, understanding complex 3D tissue from multi-contrast or mul- 

imodal 3D imaging data sets is challenging and time-consuming. 

n response, many pioneering and groundbreaking works in ren- 

ering techniques have enabled 3D visualization, such as maxi- 

um intensity projections in angiography and virtual colonoscopy, 

.g., [2, 4, 5] . However, 2D visualization remains the standard prac- 

ice. AR visualization has been hailed as a potential solution to

he above challenges, and numerous works have contributed in

stablishing AR visualization in different medical domains [15–

7] . Indeed, by fusing and co-registering images, segmented struc- 

ures, and patient models into an AR scene, information is con- 

extualized. Such enhanced operator immersion into 3D informa- 

ion was recently demonstrated with AR capable head-mounted

isplays (HMDs) [2, 4, 5, 18, 19] . Furthermore, a growing number of

tudies demonstrate the potential of AR capable HMDs in different

edical domains, including image guided interventions [ 1–7 , 20–

4 ]. However, HMDs have limited processing capabilities (RAM,

PU, and storage) that preclude a single-platform implementation

f advanced medical imaging data processing algorithms and con- 

rol of imaging scanners. In addition, human-in-the-loop, i.e., direct 

nvolvement of the operator to the decision process or control loop, 

r on-the-loop, i.e., operator supervision of the process or control 

oop, interaction with data processing or analytics and visualiza- 

ion is rapidly expanding with established or new algorithms and 

ibraries. As a result, to bring those tools into the clinical realm, 

eamless integration and customization are necessary, as discussed 

n [7, 22] . 

A solution to this challenge is to implement at the least a 

wo-processor approach: the main computer, running the compu- 

ational core, and an HMD, acting as an I/O interfacing device. In 

his work, we describe a computational framework that runs on 

 dedicated CPU that (i) communicates with the HMDs and con- 

rols holographic scenes, (ii) enables operator-controlled data ac- 

uisition (i.e., control of the MRI scanner on-the-fly during data 

ollection), (iii) provides computational power for image data pro- 

essing and analytics, and (iv) enables the user into an interac- 

ive immersion with the data. Within this context, we have in- 

estigated integrating image analysis and visualization of medical 

ata that included early methodologies for MRI-guided intracardiac 
2

nterventions [25, 26] and MRI-guided robot interventions [12] , as 

ell as recent works that assessed modern immersive technologies 

ith holograms using the Microsoft HoloLens Generation 1 HMD 

27] for prostate cancer interventions [22, 28, 29] , neurosurgery [21] ,

nd use of artificial intelligence for enabled automatic tissue seg- 

entation [30] . 

From these studies, it became evident that to effectively inte- 

rate interactive control of imaging scanners, streamline in real- 

ime image processing, and immerse the operator into the data 

 framework was needed that offered common functionalities as 

ell as an easiness incorporating of custom-made software and 

nterfacing. As a result, we embarked in the development of the 

ramework for Interactive Immersion into Imaging Data (FI3D) 

or medical data visualization through an interactive and immer- 

ive interface using AR capable HMDs. The objective of the pre- 

ented framework is to offer a tool for processing and visualiza- 

ion of imaging data endowed with interactive AR interfaces to im- 

erse the physician into multimodal and multidimensional data. 

he framework is the outcome of prior effort s and research ex- 

eriments, including user input from collaborating clinical sites. An 

arlier system that demonstrated the potential of linking imaging 

ata collection, the image segmentation, 3D rendering, spatiotem- 

oral fusion of virtual entities, and visualization on a standard dis- 

lay was first presented in [12] . In parallel, we were investigating 

he use of emerging holographic technologies and performed pre- 

iminary developmental and assessment of AR visualization with 

MDs [20–22] . Based on those works, we embarked on develop- 

ng the FI3D framework, and specialized applications of it were 

sed and tested in specific clinical paradigms. These works include 

imulation of robot-assisted transrectal MR-guided prostate biop- 

ies [28, 29] . In addition, the FI3D framework was used for immer- 

ive visualization of 4D cardiac renderings generated on-line us- 

ng a machine learning model for segmenting CINE MRI [30] . These 

orks used a developing version of the framework to describe the 

se of AR visualization but not the computational framework. Hav- 

ng a completed and stable version, in this paper, we introduce the 

I3D framework upon which these prior works were based on and 

he steppingstone for future integration of imaging scanners and 

he end-user. 

. System design

The design objectives of the platform, performed with collabo- 

ating clinicians, was to: (1) Increase the computational power be- 

ond what is available with commercial HMDs; (2) Be interfaceable 

ith devices that generate data, such as MRI scanners, as well as 

ith applicators, such as robotic surgical manipulators and human- 

o-information haptic devices; (3) Be modular and adaptable to 

pecific clinical paradigms or needs in order to incorporate medi- 

al image and data processing to existing or custom made libraries 

mplemented using C/C ++ . The solution of running the code on 

 processor, separate from the HMD, was pursued to achieve all 

hree objectives. The system is deployed on and executed in at 

east two distinct but interconnected physical entities: the core 

omputational unit, the FI3D, and at least one AR capable HMD, 

abeled as Framework Interface (FI). Each entity is programmed in- 

ependently of the other and communicates through a communi- 

ation protocol using TCP. FI3D executes all data related tasks and 

eeps all connected FIs up to date and synchronized with any per- 

inent information. FIs serve two main purposes: (i) with the data 

eceived from FI3D, generate the holographic scene and present 

t via its holographic projector, and (ii) control FI3D through the 

evice’s input mechanism, such as hand gestures and voice com- 

ands for the Microsoft’s HoloLens. Fig. 1 shows an overview of 

he system’s design, illustrating the interface of the operator to the 

ifferent entities in it. 
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Fig. 1. The four primary entities of the proposed data/command pipeline deployed

in situ in an imager suite: imaging scanner, processing apparatus, at least one holo- 

graphic or 2D visualization display, and the operator(s). The operator interacts with

the computational apparatus, as well as the imaging scanner to select data and ad- 

just imaging parameters. If a holographic interface is used, this can be registered to

the patient (a mixed reality version) or placed anywhere the operator prefers.
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In addition to the objectives, our vision is for FI3D to be an en-

ancement to current clinical applications. Hence, the modular ar- 

hitecture of the framework we present could be used as a method 

o embed existing tools as part of FI3D. Because we understand 

hat many of these tools are applicable and used by physicians in 

heir current state, the system aims to provide these tools without 

he necessity of using an AR capable HMD. Furthermore, we think 

f FIs as visualization and user interaction aids that can be toggled 

y the physician as the need arises. 

.1. FI3D architecture 

FI3D is a cross-platform framework, written in C ++ and de- 

igned using object-oriented programming (OOP). It uses two main 

ibraries: Qt [31] and the Visualization Toolkit (VTK) [32] . Qt is 

sed for its GUI support and standard classes, such as strings, 

mart pointers, lists, etc. Additionally, Qt’s signals and slots mech- 

nism is used for event handling. VTK is used primarily for render- 

ng and data processing algorithms, and the VTK package vtkDICOM 

s used for reading DICOM files into the system [33] . 

Fig. 2 illustrates the connectivity between FI3D, FIs, and ex- 

ernal peripherals. Peripherals, such as data sources (on-line sen- 

ors and databases), processors (local or distributed), and con- 

rollers (sensors, interventional manipulators, agent injectors, etc.), 

re connected to the FI3D to be controlled and provide data. In 

I3D, there are two self-contained pieces of code: specific appli- 

ations called modules and module services called components. 

odules use components to interface with peripherals and other 

eneric uses, such as logging. The FI3DController oversees the ex- 

cution of the entire framework, initiates the components, and in- 

tantiates the modules. The FIs connect to FI3D and module in- 

tances using the underlying framework to exchange data and vi- 

ual information using a messaging scheme through a TCP/IP con- 

ection. FI3D has a registry used by components and modules to 
3

egister themselves, making themselves visible for the entire sys- 

em. The self-registration design is important because it enables 

he developer to customize the software for the end-user. FI3D can 

e configured in the build process to enable/disable components 

nd/or modules depending on the needs of the end-user. Further- 

ore, FI3D does not have any previous information on their exis- 

ence, with the exception of certain default components used in- 

ernally, such as the DataManager to manage data and the Server 

o communicate with FIs. 

FI3D provides the user with a GUI as shown in Fig. 3 . The de-

eloper of the component or module has complete flexibility of its 

UI. The holographic scene visualized in the FIs can also be ren- 

ered in the module’s GUI, serving three purposes: (i) the operator 

nly has to use the FIs when the need arises (such as the need of

rue 3D visualization), (ii) one operator may adjust the visuals in 

I3D while a second operator views the holographic scene in an FI, 

iii) multiple FIs are connected and use the module’s scene as the

ynchronization point.

.2. Component design 

Since FI3D does not know about components until run time, the 

omponent must register itself. To streamline the creation of com- 

onents, we provide the FI3D_COMPONENT macro which declares 

nd defines the required functions for its self-registration. FI3D au- 

omatically initiates and cleans the component’s resources when 

he application is executed and closed, respectively. Furthermore, 

he component design ensures that only one component instance 

uns in the entire system, following the singleton pattern. This is 

nforced through the FI3D_COMPONENT macro. 

By default, two components are provided in FI3D. The S erver is 

 component used to communicate with the FIs. On a new connec- 

ion, the Server generates and assigns it a unique ID which must be 

ncluded in every future request. The connected client is required 

o provide a password set by the user. This ensures that only au- 

horized FIs can manipulate the system. The Server uses the TCP 

rotocol, and every message sent and received is encoded using 

SON [34] and must follow the format illustrated in Fig. 4 . 

The DataManager component is available for modules to reg- 

ster and retrieve data. Furthermore, it handles all data requests 

rom FIs. Modules may register data in the DataManager by provid- 

ng the data object and a unique ID. There are three major types 

f data objects: Model, Imaging , and Study. Model instances repre- 

ent polygon meshes whereas Imaging instances represent 3D ar- 

ays, where each 2D sub-array defines an imaging slice. Lastly, a 

tudy is a set of Imaging instances. Imaging instances that are part 

f a Study are called Series . For example, in Fig. 5 , the data set

llustrated consists of 25 frames with 10 slices of MRI each, i.e., 

5 Series for one Study with a total of 250 image slices. Generally, 

tudy instances are always used, but Imaging instances are used if 

ne wishes to render a simple image, such as a JPG or PNG. The 

ataManager is also able to load DICOM data from disk and create 

tudy instances based on the read data. 

.3. Module design 

Just like components, modules are registered in the system at 

un time. Each module has a unique name and acronym used 

cross the system to identify the module. Similarly to components, 

he FI3D_MODULE macro is provided to streamline the registration 

f a module. Unlike components, however, modules may have sev- 

ral instances running at once, so each running instance is given 

n ID used to identify the instance in the system. 

A module is comprised of several objects, each with its own 

esponsibility and purpose, as shown in Fig. 6 . The FI3DController 

ontrols the module using the ModuleHandler as it is the entry 
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Fig. 2. The three foundational entities of the system: (a) the pool of peripherals, i.e., external to the framework, (b) the FI3D framework and its self-contained pieces of

code, modules and components, used to customize the functionalities, and (c) the FIs connected to the FI3D.

Fig. 3. The GUI of the platform and its two default components. The main GUI, shown in (a), lists the components that are configurable through a GUI and the registered

modules. The GUI in (b) is the GUI of the Server component which shows the server information and gives the user the ability to change the password of the Server. In (c),

the GUI of the DataManager is shown; it lists all the data objects available in the system. The top list shows the studies, along with study information. The two bottom lists

show the 3D imaging sets and model sets from left to right, respectively. The user can add data using the GUI by clicking on the corresponding “load” buttons.

Fig. 4. The common message format used in all requests and responses exchanged

between FI3D and FIs. Every n-bytes long message starts with a 4-byte integer

header which defines the length of the complete message. The (n-4) bytes long

body of the message may include either authentication information, FI3D system

information, module information, or visualization data.
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oint of the module and contains the module’s main logic. Fur- 

hermore, the ModuleHandler has no restrictions and can do any- 
4

hing the module’s designer needs it to do. All the inputs a mod- 

le can receive are called module interactions; they are defined by 

he IModuleInteractor interface. These interactions are structured as 

vents and are available to every object that implements the inter- 

ace. The MessageEncoder, ModuleGUI , and CommandParser are mod- 

le interactors because they can interact with the module by mod- 

fying visuals and changing module parameters. The ModuleGUI 

aps UI events to module interactions, while the CommandParser 

aps text-based commands to them. The MessageEncoder maps 

equests from FIs to the module interactions. The ModuleHandler 

inks the interactors’ events to functions that handle the event’s 

nput. As a result, the event, independently of the object that trig- 

ered it, produces the same result. By default, the IModuleInteractor 

nterface provides every module with interactions that manipulate 

he Scene , and new modules may derive their own IModuleInterac- 

or to add module-specific interactions. 
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Table 1

3D visual properties.

Property name Data type Description

Holographic Boolean Visualize in FI

Interactable Boolean Fixed position and orientation

Visible Boolean Show/Hide in scene

Opacity Double Visual’s opacity

Transform Double Array Defines visual’s position, orientation, and scale

Parent Visual Visual3D Optional Visual3D used as origin for this Visual3D

Fig. 5. Sample slices of MRI collected data from a beating heart. The data set con- 

sists of 10 sequential slice locations, each with 25 frames to represent the entire

cardiac cycle.

Fig. 6. The base elements that constitute a module and their relationship.
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Table 2

Module interaction types for FIs.

Interaction data type Description

Valueless Triggered only, no input

Boolean True or false input

Integer Numeric integer input

Float Numeric float input

String Character array input

Table 3

Constraints for module interactions.

Interaction constraint Description

Min Has a minimum limit

Max Has a maximum limit

Range Has a minimum and maximum limit

Select Must select from a given list
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Every module should at least have one Scene instance. Each 

cene manages all its rendered visuals. All Visual instances in a 

cene have a unique ID. Visual instances are added to the Scene , 

nd each Visual represents a single rendered object. There are 

wo main Visual classes available: ImageSliceVisual and ModelVisual . 

oth classes derive from the Visual3D class which defines the prop- 

rties shown in Table 1 . 

The Transform is an array of 16 double values, i.e., a 4 × 4 ma- 

rix, and represents the position, orientation, and scale of the Vi- 

ual3D with respect to the world space, or the VisualParent if not 

ull. An ImageSliceVisual is used to render one single slice of imag- 

ng data. The rendered ImageSliceVisual can be any 2D-subarray 

rom the Image or Series in any of the three orientations: trans- 

erse, sagittal, or coronal. The third-dimension index correspond- 

ng to the 2D-subarray defines the slice index. Thus, a slice is iden- 

ified by providing the Image or Series , its slice index, and orienta- 

ion. In addition, if the slice to be rendered belongs to a Study , the

eries index in the Study is also used to identify the slice. A Mod- 

lVisual is used to render one polygon mesh. 

The Scene triggers an event every time a Visual is modified in 

ny way. The MessageEncoder listens for these events and prepares 

 new message that is sent to connected FIs after the event is trig- 
5

ered. Because FI3D does not have any information on modules 

ntil runtime, the module must provide the type of interactions 

hat an FI may have to manipulate the module, i.e., it must in- 

orm the FI of the available module interactions. As a result, the 

odule’s designer must also define the module interactions in the 

essageEncoder . Each module interaction has a unique ID, a value 

ata type, a value constraint, and a default value. Table 2 lists the 

nteraction data types available, and Table 3 lists the corresponding 

nteraction constraints. 

By combining an interaction data type and constraint, the pro- 

rammer can define a variety of inputs for the holographic inter- 

ace. Ideally, each module interaction defined in the MessageEn- 

oder should map to a module interaction defined in the IMod- 

leInteractor interface. 

.4. FI communication and control 

FIs are generally programmed, i.e., they do not have any pre- 

etermined information or programming about available modules 

nd their module-specific logic. Hence, an FI’s access to the mod- 

les and their information is granted by FI3D through the messag- 

ng protocol. There are four different types of messages: authenti- 

ation, application, module, and data. Authentication messages are 

sed by the FI3D’s Server component to handle the authentication 

rocess of new connections. Once an FI is authenticated, FI3D au- 

omatically sends an application message that includes two lists: 

egistered modules and running module instances. FIs can use this 

nformation to either start or stop a module. There are many types 

f module requests and responses. Table 4 describes the requests 

vailable to all FIs. 

An FI must first subscribe to the module it intends to manip- 

late, i.e., it must send a SubscribeToModule request. Subsequently, 

he MessageEncoder begins to send module information to the sub- 

cribed FI. Once subscribed, the FI may send requests to manipu- 

ate the module. Table 5 describes the type of responses FI3D sends 

s a result of changes to the Scene . 
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Table 4

FI requests.

Module request Description

Module Interaction The request maps to a module interaction

Subscribe to Module Begins to receive information about the specified module

Unsubscribe from Module Stops receiving information about the specified module

Get Scene Gets all scene information about the subscribed module

Get Object Gets all information about a single object

Hide Object Requests to hide an object

Translate Object Requests to translate an object by x, y, z

Rotate Object Requests to rotate an object by x, y, z

Select Slice Requests to change the slice of an ImageSliceVisual

Select Orientation Requests to change the orientation of an ImageSliceVisual

Select Series Requests to change the series of an ImageSliceVisual

Table 5

FI3D responses.

Module response Description

Module Information Sends all module information: scene and module interactions

Refresh Scene Sends all scene information

Update Module Interaction Updates the state of a module interaction

Add Visual Adds a visual to the holographic scene

Update Visual Updates all properties of a visual, including data

Refresh Visual Updates all properties of a visual, excluding data

Remove Visual Removes a visual from the holographic scene

Hide Visual Hides/Shows a visual

Transform Visual Translates, rotates, and/or scales visual

Parent Change Changes the visual’s parent

Set Visual Opacity Changes the opacity of the visual

Set Slice Changes the rendered slice

Set Model Color Changes the color of the model
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Fig. 7. Chart showing the synchronization and communication flow between FI3D

and one FI. In this figure, the FI rotates a visual in the holographic scene, resulting

in a message delivered to FI3D. Subsequently, the module for which this message

belongs to executes the message and updates the FI with the new visual informa- 

tion.
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Because the interactions applied to a module occur through the 

ModuleInteractor interface, any modification to the visuals, inde- 

endently of where the input comes from, will automatically up- 

ate the subscribed FIs. Furthermore, the connection between FI3D 

nd FIs is stateless, i.e., FI3D does not keep up with what data 

nd visuals are currently being visualized in the subscribed FIs. In- 

tead, FI3D generates and delivers a message every time a visual’s 

roperty has changed. Module messages do not include the visu- 

ls’ data. Rather, the module messages include the ID of the data 

bject being rendered by the Visual . The FI can use this informa- 

ion to request the data using a data request. Visual information 

nd data are decoupled because it is possible for multiple Visual 

nstances to visualize the same data object, preventing the deliv- 

ry of data multiple times. Data messages are simple but vary in 

ize depending on the data’s resolution. When the DataManager re- 

eives a data request, it sends it to the requesting FI. Afterwards, 

he FI decodes the response and uses it in conjunction with the 

isual information previously received to render the hologram. In 

he event that the FI loses connection with FI3D, the FI will re- 

eatedly try to reconnect with the server. Once the connection has 

eestablished, the FI automatically subscribes to the module again, 

esulting in a Scene update from FI3D. An example of the commu- 

ication between the two devices can be observed in Fig. 7 . This 

esign is tuned for scalability so that multiple HMDs can be used. 

ubsequent devices may connect to the FI3D by providing the IP, 

ort, and password of the system. Because the FIs are synchronized 

ith the module, automatically all FIs will receive and display the 

ame information in/at their corresponding environment/location. 

. Microsoft’s HoloLens Gen 1 as an FI

To evaluate the system’s messaging protocol, we implemented 

n application, as illustrated in Fig. 8 , with Unity [35] using Mi- 

rosoft’s Mixed Reality ToolKit (MRTK) [36] and deployed it to the 

icrosoft’s HoloLens Gen 1. The design itself is similar to that 

f FI3D, with certain differences due to its nature. These differ- 
6

nces ensure that instead of using a GUI, we implemented holo- 

raphic menus and no module-specific logic exists. Rather, Unity’s 

ameObject instances are used to set up the connection with FI3D, 

andle messages, and dynamically create visuals based on the re- 

eived module information. The user interacts with the applica- 

ion through a set of holographic menus, as shown in Fig. 9 . Upon

ubscription to a module instance, a holographic scene based on 

he visual information received from FI3D and a holographic mod- 
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Fig. 8. Design of the FI implementation using the Microsoft’s HoloLens Gen 1 HMD.

Fig. 9. Illustration of all three holographic menus. In (a), the settings menu to enter the IP, port, and password of the system and establish a connection. The module menu

in (b) lists the available modules and the active module instances which the user can subscribe to. A module menu in (c) is populated with the holographic UI elements

necessary for the module interactions. All three images were captured using the HoloLens Gen 1 built-in capture mechanism. The visual quality of the menus is much better

than what is shown in these captures.

Table 6

Module interaction to holographic GUI map.

Interaction Type Interaction Constraint GUI Element

Valueless N/A Button

Boolean N/A Toggle

Integer or Float Min or Max Spin Box

Integer or Float Range Slider

String Min, Max, or Range Input Box

Integer, Float, or String Select Drop-down Box
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s

le menu are instantiated. The module interactions and their con- 

traints are mapped to different holographic GUI elements in the 

olographic module menu, as described in Table 6 . 

Once the holographic scene is set up, the data required for the 

isual instances is requested from FI3D. Once FI3D responds with 
7

he data, the application creates the polygon mesh or texture, for 

odels and slices, respectively, and assigns it to the corresponding 

isual . Every time a new module message is received, the holo- 

raphic scene automatically applies the change to the correspond- 

ng Visual . 

. Heart segmentation module

In the cardiovascular clinical room, a procedure often conducted 

y physicians for diagnosis involves the manual segmentation of 

he left ventricle, a constitute of the heart in charge of pumping 

lood. Currently, physicians perform the segmentation by manu- 

lly marking in MRI scans the inner wall, known as the endo- 

ardium, and the outer wall, known as the epicardium, of the 

eft ventricle. To assess the system and the implementation de- 

cribed in Section 3 , we implemented the “Cardiac” module tasked 
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Fig. 10. The cardiac module sends cardiac imaging data to a machine learning segmentation model which process the data and returns segmentation masks of each slice.

With the segmentation masks, the surface of the endocardium and epicardium is reconstructed by first interpolating using splines with VTK’s vtkParametricSpline algorithm

and reconstructing the surface using VTK’s vtkSurfaceReconstructionFilter algorithm. This is repeated for each cardiac phase to create a 4D animation of the left ventricle. In

parallel, the module performs standard hemodynamic calculations, such as end-diastolic volume (EDV), end-systolic volume (ESV), stroke volume (SV), ejection fraction (EF),

and endocardium’s volume vs time. The animated visualization is sent to the module subscribers which use the information to replicate it as a holographic scene.
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o segment and visualize the left ventricle’s endocardium and epi- 

ardium, as illustrated in Fig. 10 . The machine learning (ML) model 

escribed in [30] was implemented as a Python script. The com- 

unication between the module and the ML model is established 

hrough a TCP connection, giving us the flexibility to run the model 

ither locally or in a remote machine. This gave us the option to ei-

her run the ML model locally or on a separate Linux-based server 

onfigured to use the GPU to segment the images. The ability to 

witch between these two modes was a consideration primarily 

or the implementation of the Heart Segmentation module and not 

he overall FI3D system itself. Therefore, we did not evaluate the 

erformance between the module and the ML model but rather 

he interfacing of the module and the underlying FI3D framework. 

hen, we set all the Visual instances required in the scene: seg- 

entation masks, interpolated segmentations, reconstructed sur- 

aces, and image slice visuals. Using Qt, we designed the GUI as 

llustrated in Fig. 11 . Lastly, we set the module interactions in the 

odule’s MessageEncoder to give the same interactions given in the 

UI to the holographic interface, as shown in Fig. 9 c. 

Using this module, we used the MR-collected images from 

ig. 5 for the segmentation task. Once the learner completed the 

egmentation, it sent back the segmentation boundaries of the 10 

lices for all 25 frames. For each cardiac phase, the surfaces of 

he endocardium and epicardium are reconstructed. Once this pro- 

ess is complete, the module visualizes one frame of data, i.e., 

he frame’s image slice, segmentation boundaries, interpolated seg- 

entations, and reconstructed surfaces. Additionally, the module 

pdates the ventricle’s volume over time graph. Simultaneously, 

he HoloLens application subscribes to the “Cardiac” module and 

eceives the visuals. The scene in FI3D and holographic scene in 

he HoloLens FI are shown in Fig. 12 . The module’s functionalities 

long with the FI visualization of the holographic scene can be ob- 

erved in the attached Video 1. 
8

. Performance analysis

Based on the implementation of the HoloLens FI and the “Car- 

iac” module, we can highlight various performance details of the 

ystem. FI3D enabled us to use machine learning, data interpola- 

ion, and surface reconstruction algorithms that were already in 

re-existing C ++ libraries and provided enough resources to per- 

orm these in a timely manner for holographic visualization, other- 

ise unachievable directly in a single HMD implementation. How- 

ver, by offloading the work onto a separate unit, a communication 

ask between the two entities must now be taken into considera- 

ion as part of the system’s performance. To assess this, we tracked 

he number of messages queued in an FI as the speed of the left 

entricle’s animation changed. The system is stable and synchro- 

ized if the messages received from FI3D in the FI are processed 

mmediately, i.e., the number of queued messages should not in- 

rease over time. System evaluations were conducted with the 

I3D executed on a PC running Windows 10 with 16 Gb RAM and 

ntel i7-6700k Skylake Quad-core 4.0 GHz processor. The HoloLens 

ommunicated with the FI3D via a 2.4 GHz WiFi connection us- 

ng a Tp Link Archer C5400 gigabit router. With these settings, the 

I implementation in the HoloLens Gen 1 could execute 1 visual 

pdate every 16 milliseconds or 62 visual updates per second, ex- 

luding data requests. Additionally, the time required for the FI to 

end a module interaction request to the FI3D, execute the request 

y the FI3D module, generate and send a response to the FI, and 

pply the response to the affected visual takes 60 ms, as shown in 

ig. 7 . 

There were no delays observed in the FI3D implementation of 

he “Cardiac” module, aside from the interpolation and surface re- 

onstruction of the segmentations. The total time taken to recon- 

truct these surfaces was 7 s, but this can be further improved 

y parallelizing each frame and using GPU acceleration for the in- 
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Fig. 11. The GUI of the “Cardiac” module. (a), A representative 2D Scene used to render 2D imaging data; the user can select the series and slice indices with the provided

sliders and drag the mouse over the image to get the intensity value and coordinates of the cursor relative to the MRI scanner coordinate system. (b), The “Study Selector”

window is shown which is activated in the “File” menu on the toolbar and shows the available studies that can be loaded into the module. (c), A graph illustrating the

calculated volume of the endocardium at each cardiac phase. (d), The main Scene is rendered and visualizes the reconstructed segmentations, the cardiac image, and a

label with the hemodynamic calculations. This is the Scene that is replicated by HMDs as a holographic scene. Under the Scene, the module interactions that start the

segmentation routines, enable/disable visuals, toggle animation, and change animation speed are available.

Fig. 12. Representative captions of the holographic scene, from different perspectives, as rendered in (a) FI3D and (b) FI’s implementation in the Microsoft’s HoloLens Gen

1. Both scenes belong to the same “Cardiac” module and are synchronized using FI3D’s base classes.

9
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Table 7

Image transfer rates from FI3D to FI.

Resolution −100 images (px) Total size of 100 images (MB) Average time (s) Std. dev. (s)

8 × 8 0.08 5.83 0.13

16 × 16 0.23 6.02 0.15

32 × 32 0.85 6.52 0.06

64 × 64 3.30 7.64 0.06

128 × 128 13.14 12.03 0.17

256 × 256 52.46 31.39 0.89

512 × 512 209.75 102.87 2.05

Fig. 13. Time required to transfer MRI sets from the FI3D to an FI and render them using the Microsoft’s HoloLens FI implementation for images with a resolution of n x n

(each data set consists of 100 images with n = 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, and 512). Each data point is the average time of five trials. Five trials were selected to measure the 

variability of the network, which was minimal. The measured process included: (i) encoding the image, (ii) transferring the image from FI3D to FI, (iii) decoding the image,

(iv) creating the texture, and (v) rendering the texture in 3D space as a hologram, repeatedly 100 times continuously one image after the other.
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erpolation and surface reconstruction computations. Furthermore, 

sing this method, the HoloLens visualization was not affected by 

hese background computations, resulting in less battery consump- 

ion and overall better user experience. 

The visualization of medical imaging is an important aspect of 

he system as well. Therefore, we also analyzed the amount of 

ime needed to visualize medical images as holograms in the FI 

oloLens implementation. To do so, we performed various trials 

hat involved sending images of various resolutions to the FI us- 

ng a TCP connection. The results are summarized in Table 7 and 

llustrated in Fig. 13 . From the 512 × 512 resolution results for 100 

mages, one can see that roughly one image with this resolution 

an be transferred and visualized per second. 

. Discussion and conclusions

This work presents the first step towards implementing a scal- 

ble and modular computational system for generating and manip- 

lating holographic AR scenes. Central to this work is the goal to 

upport high performance computing, integration of current and 

uture libraries used in medical imaging and surgeries, HMD inde- 

endence, and open I/O for directly linking to the MRI scanner. The 

bjective of this platform is to become a human-centered interface 

o immerse the clinician in the imaging data as well as enable con- 

rol of sensors (that generate the data) and software (that process 

nd analyze data). The approaches and architecture were adopted 

o offer a distributable system and address computational limita- 

ions of HMDs. The distributive property of the system sets the 

irection for the FI3D to run in remote locations, including hav- 

ng several instances of the system running at different worksta- 

ions. This enables the user to dedicate the computational power 

equired for a particular task without affecting other processes. Al- 
10
hough this is not yet in the current version of the system, the 

oal is to have the option to run the FI3D as a cloud service. 

e designed the system to have certain features, such as but not 

imited to: interactive real-time manipulation of data acquisition 

rom medical devices such as MRI scanners, interactive segmen- 

ation of anatomical structures from imaging data, simulation of 

urgical tools, assistive diagnosis and segmentation with machine 

earning, and registration of patient, imaging data, and segmented 

tructures using an AR interface. Such seamless and interactive in- 

egration of the physician with the data and sensors (i.e., MRI scan- 

er) may enable us to move towards a new modality where AR 

hrough HMDs is used to fully visualize patient data in 3D and in- 

eractively change parameters to collect and analyze new relevant 

ata. Additionally, the FI3D is tuned for scalability so that multiple 

Is can connect at once to receive the same information. Because 

hanges are first applied to the module, all connected FIs will re- 

eive the most up-to-date information. Therefore, it is possible for 

ultiple FIs to visualize the same scene in their corresponding en- 

ironment. However, we are yet to test these scenarios as there are 

ther factors and case studies to consider, such as co-registration 

f holograms across devices. 

The presented work includes preliminary demonstrations of us- 

ng the FI3D platform in immersive and interactive visualization of 

D and 4D medical imaging datasets. While functioning as a proof- 

f-concept, these early studies were of focused purpose and, thus, 

f limited extent regarding two aspects. First, only five clinical per- 

onnel contributed in setting the technical specifications of the 

I3D platform for three clinical paradigms: brain [20, 21] , prostate 

22, 28, 29] , and cardiac [30] . In addition, subjective assessment of 

rgonomics and functionalities from end-users (14 medical person- 

el and 18 engineers/scientists) was used for minor improvements 

n the front-end and interfacing. Second, this work did not in- 
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lude a quantitative assessment of functionality and ergonomics of 

he platform. These focused-purpose works served in (i) assessing 

echnical limitations and (ii) as a valuable roadmap for setting cur- 

ent developmental thrusts. Consequently, we are currently focused 

n three areas: (a) enhance human-in-the-loop data analytics, (b) 

peed up processing, and (c) fusion of holographic visuals onto the 

eal objects. To achieve these, we will further expand image pro- 

essing and analytics tools with the operator interfacing via the 

MD, incorporate multi-threaded and GPU acceleration, and exper- 

ment with sensors to co-register patient data with the real envi- 

onment. Upon the completion and successful bench-top testing of 

he next version of the framework, we plan to pursue pre-clinical 

ulti-site quantitative studies to systematically investigate func- 

ionality and ergonomics, as well as compare them with current 

linical practices. 

This work further supports conclusions drawn by prior effort s, 

.g., [1, 3–5 , 7, 14, 19, 20, 24] and references therein, that holographic

isualization with HMDs is a very promising technology toward a

ractical bedside immersion of the physician into medical imag- 

ng and image-based patient specific renderings. Second, it intro- 

uced a computational platform for implementing human-machine

nd human-information interfacing to perform computing via an

MD. It should be noted, however, that eventual adoption of such

mmersive human-computer interfaces will be determined in the

linical realm. Clinical adoption is based on three criteria: patient

utcome, learning curve, and cost-effectiveness. Accordingly, the

nderlying conclusion of our early studies with the FI3D was the

ame: using an HMD must be seamlessly integrated in the daily

orkflow of a clinical site, which translates to intuitive and er- 

onomic front-ends that reduce workload, streamline a procedure, 

nd avoid errors. Further developments on HMDs may prove its 

erit and contribution to improve patient outcome. 

ardware and software specifications 

FI3D can be executed in 32/64-bit version of Windows, Mac OS, 

nd Linux. To build the source, Qt, VTK, and the vtkDICOM package 

s required. The FI implementation was implemented using Unity 

.6.8 and the MRTK 2.0 RC1. 

ode of availability 

FI3D adheres to Qt’s license [31] , and FI’s HoloLens implementa- 

ion adheres to Unity’s license [35] . The framework is currently in a 

rivate repository but is planned to be available publicly in the fu- 

ure. For current availability email NVT (nvtsekos@central.uh.edu) 

r JDV (jdvelazc@uh.edu). 
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